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Abstract 
A braceless concrete substructure for floating offshore wind turbines was designed and analysed in 2014 by  Dr.tech. Olav 
Olsen AS ,IFE and Acciona within  an industrial project co-financed by the Research Council in Norway . A simplified model of 
the structure in scale 1:40 was tested in 2014 at the Hydrodynamic and Ocean Engineering tank at Ecole Centrale de Nantes 
(ECN) by IFE and CENER. 
A number of tests including regular and irregular waves for free and fixed hull, and decay tests were carried out. The present 
paper shows a comparison between experiments and CFD simulation for free decay tests in heave, and surge motion and test in 
regular waves for fixed and free hull. 
The commercial CFD solver STARCCM+ was used for the CFD simulations. A numerical wave tank was modelled with 
using a trimmed mesh with surface refinement. The surface refinement was varied depending on the wave length and height in 
order to ensure at least 20 cells per wave height and 100 cells per wave length. The time step was chosen in order to ensure a 
Courant number around 0.5. A volume of fluid method was used and the k-Z turbulence model was used to solve the turbulent 
part of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations. For the free hull cases the overset meshing technique with the DFBI model 
included in StarCCM+ was used. The mooring lines were simplified and equivalent elastic springs were used instead of the 
catenary system used in the experiments. The results show a good comparison between the experiments and the CFD simulations 
for both regular waves and decay tests. 
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L Wavelength [m] 
K  Wave elevation [m] 
H Wave height [m] 
T Period [s] 
h Water depth [m] 
f Frequency [Hz] 
k Wave number [m-1] 
A Wave Amplitude [m] 
 
Semi-Submersibles have always been used for wide variety of different purposes such as drilling, diving support, 
fire-fighting, crane operations, pipe-laying etc. In the oil and gas industry a semi-submersible is a special kind of 
watercraft that has most of its hull form (around 80%) underwater. 
In 1961, Shell transformed an existing submersible rig into a semi-submersible drilling unit for operation in the 
Gulf of Mexico and in 1972, 30 units were operatives[1].Only in the recent years semi-submersibles have been used 
or proposed for a number of new offshore roles like combined drilling, floating production  units and, last but not 
least, as floating support for wind turbines [2-4]. 
Semi-submersible configurations have the advantage that can be used moderate depth waters (>50m) being an 
alternative for the jacket structures. Their stability gives the possibility to produce and assembly the structure 
onshore and tow it to the site reducing the expensive offshore deployment and at the same time reducing possible 
dismantling costs. 
The manufacturing process is however more complex than other type of floaters (spar buoy, TLP) and it involves 
a large number of components: trusses or pipes to connect the floaters, floaters, pontoons leading to possible higher 
manufacturing costs. A larger number of welded structures are present and complex geometries are often used 
leading to higher manufacturing costs.  
The heave frequency of semi-sub structures is often in the high energy range frequency of the wave spectra and it 
might cause high heave motions. In general, a semi-sub structure has higher motion than a TLP or a Spar buoy 
configuration and the stability of the structure needs to be controlled with active ballasting. 
Semi-submersible structures are generally quite large if compared with spar buoy or TLP structures and this lead 
to higher weights and possibly higher costs. On the other hand, these structures can have a large deck and offshore 
maintenance is possible. 
Different semi-sub concepts for the wind energy industry have been developed in the recent years.  
The wind turbine can then either be placed in a center column connected with the rest of the structure with tubes 
or truces [5, 6] or placed on one of the floaters[7]. 
Amongst the concepts where the tower is placed at the center of the structure, the dutch tri-floater is one of the 
best documented one. The tri-floater concept was first developed at a number of partners in The Netherlands and a 
complete and exhaustive report can be found in [6]. The tri-floater concept consists in three cylindrical floaters 
connected to each other by means of tubes or truces. 
Another semi-submersible concept with the tower placed on the center of the structure was first proposed by 
MARIN [8] and further developed  by MSC [9] with the intention to reduce the volume and improve the vertical 
response. Preliminary studies showed that this concept requires less steel than a single cylinder concept but the 
vertical motion response is still in the critical region. In order to reduce the natural frequency of the structure, 
circular plates were fit under each floater and thus the added mass was increased. The same solution has been 
adopted also in WindFloat [7, 10-12] and it has been studied in [13, 14]. 
Different concepts where the turbine is placed on one of the floaters were recently developed. Despite the fact 
that the studies carried out in [6] discouraged this solution (showing that a centrally placed turbine would have 
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reduced the weight) Principle Power [15] developed a project based on this configuration and the deployment of the 
first full scale prototype was deployed outside the coast of Portugal in 2011.  
One of the main drawbacks of semi-submersible configurations is that, due to the complexity of the structure and 
to the large number of braces involved, the welding process requires time and costs are high. For this reason, lately 
braceless concepts started to appear and they have been widely deployed in offshore oil/gas industry. The same idea 
is used in order to introduce braceless semi-submersible offshore wind turbines [16-18].  
CFD simulations have been proven to be a valid tool when it comes to estimate wave loads, natural responses 
motions [19-21] and vortex induced motions [22, 23]. 
The present paper aims to compare experimental results carried out on a braceless three column semi-submersible 
[24] with CFD simulations. 
A preliminary study on wave generation and on a partially submerged cylinder was carried out in order to validate 
the wave generation process and obtain grid convergence. These results were compared both with theory and with 
experiments. 
Successively the braceless semi-submersible configuration was studied. Decay tests, tests with a fixed hull in 
regular waves and tests with a free hull in regular waves were reproduced and the results from the simulations were 
compared with the experimental results available. 
2. Numerical description 
2.1. Computational domain, boundary conditions and methods of wave generation 
The VOF method originally proposed by [25] included in STARCCM+ [26] was used in the current simulations. 
The interface capturing routing separating is implemented in the solver with a high-resolution compressive 
differencing scheme described in [27, 28]. Non-linear 5th-order Stokes wave theory [29] was applied at the inlet as 
boundary condition. The damping method proposed by Choi and Yoon [30] was applied at the pressure outlet. In 
this method, the vertical motion is damped by introducing smoothly increasing resistance. 
As boundary conditions, a velocity inlet was used at the inlet to generate the waves.  Water elevation, velocity 
and pressure were automatically generated. The side walls are defined as symmetry planes, and at the downstream a 
pressure outlet condition is applied. The k-Zturbulence model proposed by Menter [31] was used in all the 
simulations.  
 
Figure 1 – Boundary conditions 
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3. Validation against theory and simplified experiments for wave generation and propagation. 
3.1. Wave generation and propagation and numerical wave tank mesh 
In order to verify a correct wave generation at the inlet and the correct wave propagation, preliminary 2D 
simulations were carried out. For each case, two surface elevation sensors were placed at the inlet and at the model 
site (placed at 2L from the inlet) and the wave elevation was measured in both points and compared with a 
theoretical wave generated using the 5th orders Stokes theory.   
 
 
Figure 2- Wave height validation against 5th order Stokes theory at the inlet (left) and model (center) and harmonic components at the model 
(right) 
The wave generated at the inlet matches the 5th order Stokes theoretical solution while some differences due to 
diffusion can be noticed when the wave measured at the model site is compared with the theoretical solution. An 
accurate tuning on the generated wave was then needed in order to be able to reproduce the correct wave at the 
model. Figure 2 shows an example of how it is possible to obtain the correct wave at the model generating a higher 
wave at the inlet. 
Progressive coarsening and in the x and z direction were carried out in order to ensure a grid convergence. For 
each Load Case (LC) the wave generation at the inlet was tuned in order to obtain the right wave height at the outlet. 
The reference setup consisted of a domain length of 10 wave length with progressive coarsening in the x direction 
towards the outlet in order to numerically damp the waves and reduce wave reflection from the outlet. The reference 
mesh for the numerical wave tank consisted of ca.100 cells per wave length (in the x and y direction) and 20 cells 
per wave height (in the z direction) in the free surface area. 
 
3.2. Validation against experiments  
A preliminary verification against experiments was done in order to ensure a correct wave generation and loads 
prediction. Due to similarities in water depths and wave characteristics, the MARINTEK test on partially submerged 
cylinders was used. The test was performed in a 80-m long, 10.5-m wide, and 10-m deep towing tank at 
MARINTEK in Trondheim, Norway. The waves were generated using a hydraulic double-flap wave maker at one 
end of the water basin. In the experiments, the models were placed 38.6 m from the wave maker. The cylinders used 
in the experiments had draft of 1.44 m and they were attached to a framework through two force transducers 
mounted one at the free surface level and one at 0.7 m below the free surface level.  Inline force and wave height at 
the model were measured and the system was rigid. 
The numerical wave tank used for this preliminary test was 10m deep and 10L long. The model was placed at 2L 
from the inlet and the correct wave height at the model was ensured as described in paragraph 3.1. The mesh used 
consisted of ca. 500000 elements. A mesh refinement on the free surface as described in 3.1 was used to ensure a 
correct wave propagation in the domain. The mesh refinement area was 1.2H height and covered the whole domain 
in the free surface region. The reference mesh consisting of 20cells per wave height in the vertical direction and 
100cells per wave length in the x and y direction was used. 
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Figure 3- Inline Force and Wave elevation at the model for from the Marintek experiment (kA=0.238, kh=9.12) 
The results for the load case chosen (H=0.52, d=0.2 and T=2.1s) are presented in Figure 3. A good agreement 
was obtained for both the inline force and the wave shape and height.  
4. The OO starfloater 
4.1. Geometry and description of the experiments. 
A simplified model of the OO Starfloater [24] was developed and designed at UMB and tested in the 
hydrodynamics laboratory of the Ecole Centrale de Nantes (ECN). The model tested in the water basin represents a 
1:40 simplified model of the full scale semi-submersible developed by Dr. Techn. Olav Olsen in collaboration with 
IFE and Acciona within an industrial project co-financed by the Research Council in Norway. The model was made 
in polycarbonate and consisted of the three buckets and a central tower manufactured from of pipes with a diameter 
of 250mm and 200mm respectively and a wall thickness of 3 mm. All other plastic elements are built out of 1.5mm 
thick plane sheets. A water ballasting system was used in order to stabilize the model. The three pontoon legs were 
filled with water during the tests. 
Holes were drilled through the base and roof slab and the bulkheads in order to let water in and all air out, when 
the model was tested in the basin. A catenary mooring system was used in the water basin test. The chain used for 
mooring the platform had a mass per length of 0.067 kg/m and the equivalent round diameter for buoyancy 
calculation is 3.19 mm. A complete description of the model tests is available in [32-34] . The main physical 
properties used in the simulations are shown in Table 1. 
 
Figure 4 - OO starfloater (a) simplified model scale (1:40). (b) Full scale preliminary design (c) Snapshot from CFD simulations for LC1 
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Table 1 – Physical properties of the model used in the model test 
 
5. Semibsubmersible Fixed Hull 
5.1. Setup 
A numerical setup similar to the one described in paragraph 3.1 was used for the fixed hull configuration. The 
surface mesh was generated using the standard mesh generator included in StarCCM+. The guidelines described in 
paragraph 3.1 were used to generate the correct waves at the model. A trimmed surface mesher technique was 
chosen in order to correctly model the free surface. This approach could lead to possible inaccuracies in the model 
surface discretization if compared with triangular or polyhedral meshing technique. The model was placed at a 
distance of 2L from the Inlet. Six Load Cases (see Table 2) with decreasing wave period were selected and the 
results were compared with experiments. The mesh generated consisted of ca. 2500000cells. The surface mesh was 
created using 100points per curvature and a prismatic mesh consisting of 10 layers growing with a growing factor of 
1.5 was created on top of the surface in order to correctly capture the boundary layer. The first cell height was 
chosen so that the wall y+ was kept lower than 5 on the whole surface. Assuming symmetry, only half model was 
simulated. In agreement with 2.1, symmetrical boundary conditions were used on the side of the numerical wave 
tank and on the top while a slip-wall boundary condition was chosen for the bottom. A velocity inlet was chosen for 
the Inlet and a pressure outlet boundary condition was used in the outlet. A fixed time step was chosen differently 
per each simulation in order to ensure a CFL<0.5.  
 
Figure 5 – Mesh details 
Weight [kg] 153.781
Center of Gravity [m] 0.248
Rx/Ry [m] 0.700
Rz [m] 0.550
Mooring line stiffness  [x] [N/m] 62.5
Mooring line stiffness  [y] [N/m] 62.5
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The results from the CFD simulations and the experimental values for horizontal and vertical forces are hereby 
plotted for the selected wave cases.  
 
 
hull h H T f 
m m s Hz
LC 1 fixed 5 0.15 1.26 0.794
LC 2 fixed 5 0.15 1.42 0.704
LC 3 fixed 5 0.15 1.58 0.633
LC 4 fixed 5 0.15 1.74 0.575
LC 5 fixed 5 0.15 2.37 0.422
LC 6 fixed 5 0.15 3.16 0.316
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Figure 6 - Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) force comparison for the load cases analyzed 
A good agreement for all the test cases can be seen from figure 4. Slightly larger differences between the 
simulations and the experiments are present for LC3 and LC6 in the Fz and for LC2 in Fx. Larger errors in the 
simulations for the maximum and minimum vertical force Fz for waves with longer period was found while larger 
errors in the simulations for the maximum and minimum horizontal force Fx was found to increase with decreasing 
period T. 
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Figure 7 –Differences between CFD simulations and experiments for maximum and minimum force in the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) 
direction 
6. Semi-submersible free hull 
6.1. Setup 
In order to simulate the case with free hull, the DFBI (Dynamic Fluid Body interaction) with overset mesh 
implemented in STARCCM+ was used. The same surface mesh and prismatic mesh described in 5.1 was used on 
the model. In order to avoid any reflected wave at the inlet due to the body motion, the model was placed at 4L from 
the inlet. A new wave calibration was carried out in order to ensure that the wave at the model were correct in height 
and mean elevation. A simplified mooring system consisting of two springs in the x and y direction was used. The 
moments of Inertia of the structure were calculated using the aero-servo-hydro- elastic code 3Dfloat [35] and the 
values in Table 1 were used in the simulation. Two load cases (Table 3) with different period and same wave height 
were simulated. Preliminary decay tests in order to ensure the correct eigen-frequencies were also carried out. 
Table 3 - Load cases for free hull 
 
6.2. Results 




Figure 8 – Decay tests in Heave (a) and Surge (b) 
hull h H T f 
m m s Hz
LC 7 free 5 0.16 3.01 0.332
LC 8 free 5 0.16 2.27 0.441
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The heave natural frequency and decay was correctly simulated, the surge natural frequency resulted to be under 
predicted by STARCCM+. This could be due to the difference in the mooring system used in the experiments, 
where a catenary mooring system was used and in the simulations, where a simplified mooring system with two 
equivalent springs was used. No couplings are visible since a single degree of freedom (heave and surge) was used 
in the decay tests simulations. 
6.2.2. Motions 
 
The heave and surge motions resulted to be correctly predicted for the load case analysed. A slightly under 
prediction in the heave motion is noticeable in for both load cases tested. The surge motion results to be correctly 
predicted. However, the low frequency oscillations due to the excitation of the model in its eigen-frequency result to 
be under predicted by the CFD simulations. A slight shift in phase is visible in the surge test. 
The pitch motion for LC7 was correctly predicted by the CFD simulations but a shift in phase is visible in the 
plots shown in Figure 9. Larger oscillations in the CFD simulations compared with the experiments are visible for 
the pitch plot for the LC8 case. 
 
Figure 9 –Heave (left) surge (center) and pitch (right) motions for LC7 and LC8 
7. Conclusion 
A CFD study on a braceless semi-submersible was hereby presented. A preliminary study on wave generation 
and wave loads on a circular cylinder was carried out in order to validate the wave generation model and the loads 
generated. Very good agreement between the experiments and the CFD simulations was found in the preliminary 
test. Six selected cases with fixed wave height and increasing wave period were simulated for the fixed hull and two 
case for the free hull was presented. Good agreement in vertical and horizontal forces between CFD and 
experiments was found for the floating cases and vertical and horizontal motion resulted to be correctly predicted in 
the free hull case. The agreement between the simulations and the experiments can be considered satisfactory for the 
test cases studied, however the validation cases tested were limited and future work is needed in order to prove and 
confirm the feasibility of the VOF method as general tool for floating structures. 
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